Abstract: The problem of semantic heterogeneity has gained ever increasing attention as the world's digital information systems become more closely interconnected. Among the various interoperability problems faced by information integration solutions, the semantic interoperability problem has been growing in importance, with increasingly sophisticated approaches being proposed for its resolution. This article reviews the essential characteristics of the semantic heterogeneity problem and its solution approaches in various domains, and proposes frameworks for evaluating the problem and selecting an appropriate solution approach.
Introduction
Interoperability is a major consideration for complex information systems and has been studied extensively for the past three decades. Now, as information systems are proliferating at increasing rates, system connectivity and complexity are significantly challenging information integration efforts, and the problem of semantic interoperability is becoming more and more evident. Indeed, the fact that semantic heterogeneities among systems and information resources have not been completely addressed has deferred the development and emergence of global systems. Brooks [1] articulates the complexity of software systems as being of "accidental" or "essential" in nature. Accidental complexity is related to use of different formats or operational representation, and essential complexity is about conceptual relationship or meaning. Information heterogeneity can similarly be characterized as being accidental or essential. Semantic heterogeneity is essential heterogeneity and therefore is more difficult to resolve.
During the 1980s, semantic problems were not so evident, as information systems tended to be independent and/or highly centralized in control and inter-organizational sharing of information and functions was not a key factor for enterprises. The focus of interoperability was on how system components could communicate and exchange operational data. The 1990s saw the advent of the World Wide Web and the increasing requirements for inter-organizational information exchange, integration of functions and services, and collaboration partnerships. As information and knowledge proliferated across the web that empowered even small communities, semantic heterogeneity became a critical problem for achieving information integration. Today, information systems are growing exponentially -the number of web pages exceeds the human population, high-performance computing and visualization capabilities are expanding, optical networks are transporting terabytes of data -and concepts of information integration and collaboration at a global level are driving research.
Heiler [2] discusses services and data exchange in large-scale distributed systems and proposes that semantic metadata is important for resolving essential heterogeneity of systems -ensuring that the meaning and conceptualization of the heterogeneous information being exchanged is commonly understood. Sheth [3] provides a similar classification of heterogeneities. In his work, heterogeneity is classified into system heterogeneity (which is concerned with the difference of computer hardware, 76 platform, and systems) and information heterogeneity (which is concerned with the differences in information understanding and representation). Information heterogeneity is further classified as syntactic, structural, or semantic. Vaishnavi and Kuechler [4] note the continued efforts for integration of semantically heterogeneous entities and observe that the World Wide Web brings "new salience and technical difficulties to these time honored (and only partially solved) problems." While syntactic and structural heterogeneity have been well addressed in many fields, semantic heterogeneity remains a problem, needing more effective and efficient approaches. Future information and knowledge will not be freely exchanged and well integrated until semantic heterogeneity is resolved.
This article provides a problem domains framework for semantic heterogeneity and its characteristics. It also presents a framework for general solution approaches and representative research for these approaches. These frameworks are expected to be helpful for understanding semantic heterogeneity problems and solution approaches, and for directing future research.
Problem Domains Framework for Semantic Heterogeneity
Semantic heterogeneity can be characterized into three dimensions (cf. Vaishnavi and Kuechler [4] ) as shown in Figure 1 ; the figure is adapted from [4] . parties solve interoperability by defining predetermined business terms and implementing agreements on interchange formats that are not expected to change dramatically.
Multidatabases:
Early semantic interoperability work was done typically in the field of multidatabase systems [5] . A multidatabase system provides integrated access and views to heterogeneous, autonomous local databases. Because these local databases are by definition designed without knowing the existence of other databases, different data abstraction/representation mechanisms are used, causing semantic conflict between them [6] . Yet, early multidatabase systems were limited in scale (effectively scoped by the enterprise seeking to federate its distributed databases) and the data in them was conceptually very similar and stable (again, scoped by the enterprise business domain). Thus, while the nexus of control in multidatabases may reflect a medium level of autonomy, the ontological drift is relatively stable and level of abstraction can be considered to be at the operational level.
World Wide Web:
The Internet and World Wide Web brought semantic interoperability studies to the forefront more than is required by structured databases. Semantic problems became evident in areas that depended on more open and connected systems, such as digital libraries [7] and e-commerce [8] [9] . The popularity of the Internet and web brought at least three challenges. First, the scale of semantic problem was larger than before. Data sources became very autonomous, with minimum coordination of deployment and hence very limited consensus on implementation of conceptualizations. Second, web contents may change frequently without a consistent way to notify users and other applications. We are now facing global systems that consist of millions of highly autonomous information resources, which are added, changed or disappear independently and rapidly [3] . Web information resources may not always be concerned with (or aware of) other sources that reference them or seek to integrate other systems with them. Indeed, web information resources may dynamically modify their design and/or schema without any prior notification [10] , creating high instability, unpredictability, and low availability. Third, compared to structured database systems, the web is significantly less structured, broader in scope, and more varied. Semantics of web-based information systems are more obscure, less easily discovered than structured databases, and derive from many sources of semi-structured or even non-structured data. The meanings of these data (metadata) are implicit and may not be given [11] . Moreover, most web sources are designed primarily for human browsing rather than for processing by computer programs so that automatically and correctly extracting content may be difficult [12] .
Bioinformatics:
In some new information domains there are even more complex, fast evolving and broader varieties of digital data, not only in text and number, but also in all kinds of media. For example, in the domain of biology, Hernandez and Kambhampati [10] note that "typical data… includes gene expressions and sequences, disease characteristics, molecular structures, microarray data, protein interactions, etc…. Furthermore, bioinformatics data can be characterized by many relationships between objects and concepts, which are difficult to identify formally (either because they are abstract concepts or simply because they span across several research topics)." Bioinformatics, representing many autonomous, varied and fast emerging data sources with increasingly complex levels of abstraction, brings even greater challenges to information integration [13] [14].
Solution Approaches Framework for Semantic Heterogeneity
Solution approaches to semantic heterogeneity are categorized as preemptive, reactive, and proactive ( Figure 3 ) and the problem domains framework in Section 2 is considered with respect to these 3 categories of solution approaches, identifying representative research for each solution approach.
Preemptive Approach
The "preemptive" approach presumes that agreement can be established and used by individual implementations. This approach aims to develop a universal, standard data representation model and expects every participating party to follow it. For example, distributed database systems may define a global schema to which every site strictly conforms. Such agreements can be based on a universal standard or a shared protocol at the operational level, such as HTML and HTTP. There have been efforts to achieve general interoperability at a higher level, such as the Dublin Core Meta Initiative (http://dublincore.org/), as well as in specific domains such as library cataloging (LCChttp://www.loc.gov/catdir/ or DDC -http://www.oclc.org/dewey/), e-commerce (EDI) and military data systems [15] . Another example of a preemptive approach is Wan and Singh's [16] solution in the domain of business web services where "web applications face a greater heterogeneity than other applications." To address heterogeneity of web services components and insure persistence of extended transactions, they suggest autonomous, multiparty collaborations by orchestrating individual services using "commitments" at a higher level of abstraction. The feasibility of this solution lies in adhering to the agreed to "commitments" -essentially a preemptive layer of operational web services. The use of standards and protocols to overcome semantic heterogeneity is a common and old practice. Such a solution is best implemented in a domain where the nexus of control is centralized, the ontological drift is stable, and the level of abstraction is at the operational level. This approach works well in a relatively centralized and stable environment where participating parties have mutual interest -and are able to address interoperability in advance of systems implementation. Indeed, a constraint of the standards approach, by its nature, is that it limits autonomy [7] . Further, when trying to achieve post hoc interoperability in a mature domain where each party has already developed its own system and then later realized the need to interoperate, standardization can be a slow and ineffective process. The involved parties may have conflicting interests and domain knowledge may not have been explicitly documented as local systems were developed, thus the standardization process itself can require costly changes after the fact.
Solution Approaches

Characteristics of
Reactive Approach
Compared to preemptive approaches, reactive approaches resolve semantic heterogeneity by accepting the fact that independent sources have semantic differences and will probably continue to exist independently. Such approaches aim to mediate among differences of complex and autonomous largescale systems that are hard to centrally control and that have difficulty in back-fitting standards or protocols.
Mediation takes place outside participating local systems. It simplifies, abstracts, reduces, merges, and explains data between different data representations [17] . This is usually done by some form of mediation facility, such as wrappers or proxies. Compared to standards approach, mediation approaches are particularly useful for supporting systems that require independence, ease of use and scalability [7] . Mediation may be done manually or automatically. Rahm and Bernstein [18] survey prior research on automatic schema matching and propose a taxonomy covering many such approaches. Zhao [19] , in his PhD dissertation and a paper with Ram [20] , proposes a cluster analysis based approach to semi-automating the semantic mediation process applying multiple techniques, including K-means, hierarchical clustering, and SOM neural network.
For the purpose of automatic and accurate mediation, domain knowledge usually needs explicit expression and communication, particularly about metadata [2] . have gained popularity because they seek to explicitly document the domain knowledge and make it ready to communicate with other systems and domains. Ontology can be defined as a specific vocabulary and relationships -a set of explicit assumptions regarding the intended meaning of a domain. Compared to other representation models like database schema or metadata, an ontology is a common representation of the underlying semantics of the data resources [12] and allows for more complete and precise domain models [23] . Once an ontology is set, it becomes easier to map between different ontologies or create standards based on a global ontology.
Many researchers incorporate an ontology approach with mediation. For example, Cui et al. [8] propose storing shared and resource ontologies in an ontology server and using wrappers to translate the queries between central systems and each of the resources. Cilia et al. [24] present a distributed reactive middleware to support events, notifications, subscriptions and reactions in heterogeneous environments. They represent events together with their ontology-based context metadata to make them self-describing.
Generally mediation is done between two parties but it tends to become too complicated as the number of parties increase. One way out of this complexity is to incorporate some features from the standards approach in which all local data representations are mapped to a common data model. This is typically achieved by using global or federated schema. For example, Castano et al. [25] propose an affinitybased unification method for global view construction.
In summary, the reactive approach to resolving semantic heterogeneity is an adjustment to the difficulty that standards only approaches have in handling sites that exercise autonomous control (pushing beyond boundaries of standards) or sites that address increasingly abstract concepts (where simpler operational solutions are not sufficient).
Proactive Approach
Recently, some quickly evolving fields such as bioinformatics are posing new challenges to ontologybased solutions. While ontologies are useful in semantic reconciliation, they do not guarantee correct identification and classification of semantic conflicts, "nor do they provide the capability to handle evolving semantics or a mechanism to support a dynamic reconciliation process" [23] [26] . It is the same with mediation and mapping approaches, which usually require human intervention. Zhao and Ram [20] point out that their clustering and mapping process can only be semi-automated and human expertise is still needed. In addition, traditional mediation (reactive) approaches do not proactively prepare for changes nor do they dynamically track these changes. The new challenges require looking at the problem from a coordinated, open and dynamic perspective. It is important to monitor changes of an evolving environment and provide automated interoperation processing. This type of solution is defined as "proactive."
Some researchers have started to investigate new approaches that dynamically monitor the evolution of domain knowledge and automatically map among them. Tomiyama et al. [27] incorporate artificial intelligence in the process of automatically identifying similar concepts, which would significantly reduce human involvement in the mediation process. Crescenzi and Mecca [28] describe a working prototype that implements a novel approach to the data extraction problem by fully automating the wrapper generation process. They implement a regular language for HTML, using it in such a way that does not rely on any priori knowledge about the target pages and their contents and that can achieve unsupervised wrapper generation.
Li et al. [29] propose a global monitoring methodology to mitigate the semantic heterogeneity problem for bioinformatics metadata based on the proposition that "monitoring, clustering, and appropriate visualization of metadata can help users identify patterns of practice, which in turn can facilitate the sharing and reuse of metadata, enable semantic reconciliation of existing data, and promote homogeneity among future data." This approach can facilitate the understanding of domain trends and share information with the domain community and "can help reduce the heterogeneity of metadata from different sources."
Kim and Biehl [30] note Tim Berners-Lee's [31] requirement of a semantic web ontology infrastructure in order to achieve machine interpretation and widespread adoption of web services. They propose a "framework for approaching the semantic web search problem using metadata based shared ontologies," in particular without requiring post hoc modifications of existing ontologies.
Notably, each of these approaches seeks some degree of automated, dynamic interoperability by exploiting existing metadata and ontology resources to resolve semantic heterogeneity. They can be suitable where the semantic heterogeneity problem domain is characterized by autonomous, dynamically evolving, and conceptually diverse information sources.
Conclusion
Semantic interoperability always existed in information systems but it has become more evident and emergent as autonomous, dynamic information resources are deployed across a globally interconnected World Wide Web environment and as information integration and collaboration become competitive advantages. Quickly evolving fields like bioinformatics even add more complexity and urgency to this problem. This article reviewed the semantic heterogeneity problems and solution approaches using two frameworks. These frameworks suggest that traditional preemptive and reactive approaches may not work well in these new information environments that demand new perspectives and proactive approaches. The frameworks can provide a guide for researchers and practitioners in the area of information interoperability.
